Optimized Performance with More Capabilities
Get versatility and efficient cleaning performance with the SCA 3600 support cleaning system. Built on the success of earlier models, the SCA 3600 is a larger and more capable system with a sleek, user-friendly design.

Easy Support Removal
The SCA 3600 is a robust tool that dissolves support from 3D models created on any of the Stratasys 3D Printers that use Soluble Support Technology. It gently agitates 3D printed parts in a heated solution, effortlessly dissolving support material.

### SCA 3600 SUPPORT CLEANING SYSTEM

- Clean, efficient support removal process
- Convenient preset temperatures
- User-friendly design
- Increased part capacity
- Large drain outlet and quick drain time
- Available storage for drain hose
- Screen-protected drain and agitator
This versatile system offers temperature choices that readily clean supports from all the soluble support compatible materials. User-selectable temperature presets mean models are cleaned at the temperature optimal for soluble support materials. The ease of use continues with the built-in shelf for easy draining. Easily drain cleaning solution from clean parts by simply placing the basket on the built-in shelf while the cleaning solution drains from the basket and parts.

MORE CAPACITY FOR MULTIPLE LARGE PARTS

The SCA 3600 is ideal for removing support material from large 3D printed models. Its sizable basket can hold parts up to 406 x 406 x 356 mm (16 x 16 x 14 in). That means it can clean a single large part, or multiple smaller parts in its roomy tank — saving time when multiple projects are in the queue.

The SCA 3600 includes a one-year limited warranty and comes with Stratasys’ world-class global service and support network. Timely, onsite support is provided for the SCA 3600 by professionals trained to service 3D printing equipment.